Wind Temple Bar Bracelet

Materials

6 ft of burgundy 550 paracord
5 ft of turquoise 550 paracord
(or choose your two favorite colors)

(Cost for this project starts at $3.98)
Click here for our tutorials page

Step 1: With the burgundy (or main color) make a loop in the middle with the top cord on the left.

Step 2: Insert the turquoise cord (or second color) through the loop with the right side about 18 inches long.

Step 3: Bring the right burgundy cord over the turquoise and under the left burgundy cord.

Step 4: Bring the left burgundy cord behind both turquoise and up through the burgundy loop on the right. Pull tight and make sure your loop is about ½ inch wide.
Step 5: Bring the long turquoise cord over the short turquoise cord.

Step 6: Wrap the long cord behind the short cord and up through the loop it creates. Be sure your loop looks like this.

Step 7: Insert the right burgundy cord down through the loop and across the short turquoise strand as shown. Pull the loops closed.

Step 8: Wrap the same cord that crossed over the core strand behind the core strand.

Step 9: Bring the same cord over the core strand and under itself.

Step 10: Insert the cord that is highest on the bracelet down through the loop and cross it over the core strand as shown. Pull loops tight.
Continue repeating steps 8 through 10 alternating directions until you reach the desired length. You should have a pattern of tying two burgundy then one turquoise.

Once you reach the desired length, weave the burgundy cords to the back and leave the two turquoise strands pointing down. Trim and melt the burgundy cords.

Tie a diamond knot (or your favorite knot) with the two turquoise strands and then trim and melt the excess. Click here for diamond knot instructions.

This made a 9 inch bracelet.

Original design by JD Lenzen